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Introduction 

It was one of [he basic premises in the conception of UMSEP (UniversiLy 
of Malaya Spoken English Projecl) Ihal course design should rest on a foun
dation of research. Research was necessary in order to ensure that our final 
courses have the following characteristics. 

(i) They should be relevant to students' communication needs as future 
professionals. 

(ii) They should be relevant and responsive to students' learning needs as 
students. 

(iii) They should take account of students' needs as people each with a par
ticular personaHty and interest in the world around them. 

(iv) They should have 'face validity' and appeal to people in the profes
sions we are aiming at. 

(v) They should be Innovative and propose original and more appropriate 
solutions to familiar problems. 

(vi) They should be usable (that is, take account of practical constraints 

such as resources, staff and the adntinistrative system in the university). 

In line with this premise. four primary inputs lo.course design were iden· 
tifled upon which OUT research converged These were largetS (needs, skills, 
professions. professional activities elc.), learners, language and learning. The 
preparatory research work of UMSEP therefore covered areas liuch as learners' 
communication needs, psycho-sociological factors, the learning situation, 
assessment of language proficiency as well as investigations into spoken 
discourse and leaching/learning mel hods 

Research areas 

Research work was organized in seven areas or 'projects' Bclow is a sum
mary of these projects 

Situation analysis 

The situation analysis, although it did not have direct bearing on course 
design, was of very great importance in that it provided an indication to team 
members of key factors in the situation within which they were working. It 
also provided facts and figures for subsequent use and identified sources of 
information for future needs. The analysis covered the educational and oc
cupational systems, the teaching of English in schools and in the University 
of Malaya, the language situation, students' career expectations and socio
cultural backgrounds. 

Team members embarked on an in-depth research in this area, collecting in
formation and data from a wide variety of sources which included available 
literature by local writers on relevant issues, Ministry of Education 
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reports/documents, University of Malaya handbooks, Faculty reports, results 

of surveys carried out by independent bodies such as student counsellors, etc. 

Needs analysis 

Investigation of the role of English in the target professions (Law, Public 

Administration and Business) was undertaken. The basic question that was ask

ed was, 'What are the particular purposes for which English is used?' Initial
ly profiles of communication needs were drawn up using a modified form 

of the model devised by J.L. Munby in Communicative Syllabus Design. 
(1978). This was then supplemented by a survey in which three groups of people 

in business, commerce and public administration were contacted. 

1 Top professionals 

2. Personnel Training Managers 

3 Professionals with the status of departmemal/divisional heads 

A survey of professional uses of English in Law was also conducted through 

interviews with magistrates, practising lawyers and staff members of the 

University of Malaya Law Faculty 

Structured interviews were designed using checklists and guidelines which 

covered, among other things, the role of English in selection, training, career 
development and job performance (an example of a structured interview for 
personnel managers is given in Appendix 1). In so far as job performance 

was concerned we tried to list the informant's own description of typical ac

tivities involving the use of English and complement this with a checklist devis

ed by ourselves. These activities were arrived at by considering differences 

in the identity and number of participants and the medium or channel used. 

Data analysis 

One of the aims of UMSEP was to use an analysis of patterns of interac
tion and language realisation in target language use as a powerful input to 
syllabus design. With this in mind, in the Oral Skills/or Law component we 

ob'iervcd and recordcd a number of magistrate's court proceedings, collecled 

transcripts of other court proceedings, observed lawyers in chamber and 

interviewed magistrates and practising advocates In the Oral Skills for 

Management component we observed a number of training courses, credit 

interviews conducted for training purposes, employment interviews and depart
mental meetings Audio recordings were made of some of these. An observa

tion record sheet (sec Appendix 2) was also used to record and analyse as much 
live conversation as possible when an adequate audio recording could not be 
made, or as an aid to an audio recording. This covered the nature of par

ticipation and initiation.response patterns including grammatical realilatiom 

and functional categories After initiations and re<.;ponses had been noted in 

this way, the obscrv('f recorded details of the discourse role of the participants 

and who spoke to whom 

Discourse analysis 

UMSEP started off Wilh the following hypotheses on lhe role of discourse 
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analysis in the project: 

1. It could specify items to be taught explicitly 

9 

2. It could specify the content of a teaching syllabus or types of 
teaching/learning activities 

3. It could provide a checklist for a communicative syllabus 

In this area of research therefore team members ploughed through a number 
of relevant reading assignments to investigate as fully as possible descriptions 
of features of spoken discourse and practical contrastive studies that are 
available. This was followed up with numerous group discussions and seminars 
on fundamental features of spoken discourse. The working papers that were 
produced on specific aspects that were relevant to the project's objectives, 

in combination with data analysis of oral interaction subsequently led to the 
drawing up of descriptive frameworks within which UMSEP materials were 
designed 

Psycho-socio investigation 0/ learners 

A number of areas were selected for investigation in a questionnaire ad
ministered to third year students in the Faculties of Law. Arts and Economics. 
These areas were educational background. use of English. self-assessment of 
proficiency in English. motivation. problems encountered in English. attitudes 
to different teaching techniques and career expectations The questionnaire 

was followed by interviews with a small sampling of students who had com
pleted the form This was underlaken as it was felt that the use of a large-scale 
scatter-gun questionnaire relying on statistical procedures which provided 
quantitative information. needed to be supplemented by small-scale in-depth 
studies providing more qualitative information. In addition, one main area 
was identified as being worthy of follow-up investigation: student attitudes 
to learning. Three further projects were subsequently set up in the area of 
student attitudes. 

Student attitudes to language laboratory use 

This study set out to investigate student' attitudes to specific features 
of proficiency and awareness of problems in speaking and listen.ing to 
English. The survey made use of a questionnaire preceded by a small group 
discussion. Specific features of language laboratory use that were covered 
were: previous experience and whether expectations were met, mechanical 
factors (student intrinsic and equipment intrinsic), materials, intellectual 
challenge�, feedback and monitoring isolation time, self-access and transfer 

2. Student attitudes to self-access features of SRA (Science Research 
Associates. Inc.) Reading Laboratory 

A questionnaire was given, student record sheets were examined, classes 
were observed and selected students were interviewed by class teachers. The 
questionnaire focused on student perceptions of and attitudes to control of 
materials, progress checks, pacing, and need for assistance. The observation 
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of classes concentrated On student-teacher interaclion and the interviews were 
used to expand and eillcidate questionnaire responses and evidence of record 
sheets and observations 

3 Small-group work observation 

The aims were to gather data on student altilUdes to group work as well 
as student language lise in smaH�grolip practice. Audio and video recordings 
wer! made for 3nalysis. and ob�erver� used check-li!!!s 10 IlOle lhe quantity, 
function and sequencing of st udent utterances. Students observed were then 
interviewed by the observer 

Materials and methods 

As a preliminary [Q deciding on activity types and control parameters, ex
isting materials were analysed in order to identify parameters and how these 

combined in types . This analysis was complemented with observation of 
ciassroom interactions and teChniques, all of which led to the design of a 
classificatiOn system of teaching/learning activities. This typology in rum was 
to form the basis of specifications for the construction and mociificllllOllof 
materials. 

Language festing 

ReseH.rch in 1he area of language testing was concerned with the measure
men! and description of studcnts' existing language proficiency and LIse, COIll
parison with target performance, analysis of studem s ' phonological, gram
matical, lexical and discourse skills, errors and problem areas. 

In order to collect data on students' proficiency, a standardised general pro· 
ficlency test (English Proficiency Test Battery Form D 1977 constructed by 

Alan Da'llies and Charles Alderson) was given to a sample of students from 
the first, second and third years in all t.he three faculties concerned. The aims 
were to es�ab!ish overall levels of general proficiency and to compare profi
ciency levels across years, media and facuJlie� Alongside the written test, an 
oral assessment tcst was conducted With a smai!cr sampling of sludclHS, lhe 
aims being to assess their proficiency in spoken English, to get information 
of student's strengths and weaknesses, and 10 establish correlalions between 
SCOres on tests of different skills. The main illlercst of the exercise was, 
however, in r.rialling assessmellt by interview USing performance as well as 

iinguiStic crireria. 
Since it was obvious even in the early stage·s of the Project. that language 

testing had a crucial role to play, a fairly exhaustive survey of literature was 
also made of (ask types, criteria and rating scales for oral performance. 

Research findings 

The next sections summarise the main findings which emerged from UMSEP 
re�earch into design factors for course development and give, whert! ap
propriate, implications for COurse design. 

Professiollal uses of Ellglish 

From situation analysis, a calegorisatlon of the professional fields into which 
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ArU, Economics and Law araduatlCii enter was established. Based on this 
cau:aorbalion, key sectors in Public Administration and Business where 
English is crucial were identified. These include the international and com
mercial diviSions in the civil KrVict.the banking. manufacturing, and trading 
seclors and Illt primary industries (especially sales. marketill8 and interna
tional rdations/openl1ions). It therefore seemed sensible 10 treat various fields 
a:. havinj OIK' 'iel of common core needs, thaI is. to cover t he usc of Enlli�h 
for general manageril\! purposes 

Nteds for this sroup come under the following headings. career devdop
ment (including entry to the profcssion). Iraining. organiudonal purposes 
(i.e. inter-or,anization planning. decision-making and control), operational 
(i.e. performance of control duties), external relations and social encounters. 
Key activities identified were interviews and other per50D-to-pc:rSOD deaLngs, 
small group meetings and, for trainins and external relations purpo�, al
lendin, presenlations to larae groups. 

The cenlra) needs for English of araduate members of the legal profcnion 
are: readiIlJ and understandill8 relevant written texts. statutes. etc. and ex
plainins these to counseVwitness. interviewing/counselling clients. examin
ing and tToss-aaminina witnesses, neaotiauna wilh another lawyer, understan

ding t'vidence and taking notts of trial proceedings in order to write up a judg· 
ment. Th�t' was dearly a nred for spokt'n skills to be related to intt'rpreting 
and wrlling texIS. 

Targel studllnts 
Research findin&S i n  this area indicated thai our larget students have an in

termediate levt') command or English pined Ihrough following $('veral years 
of general English tour:scs. They are more proficiem in reading than In speak
ina and havt' c:onsiderable, though imperfect, passivt' knowledge of grammar 
and vocabulary There i) an obvious sap between the orAl ,d::iII� the)' have 
and the oral skilll rt'Quircd of tbem as professionals. They also lad: self
confidence. 

Classroom tt'aching techaiqut'S prt'ferred by learners indude diKU.!l!ions. 
group work. teachcr-centred grammar activit it'S, and pronunciation and 
vocabulary work. GeneraJly, &rouP work was rated highly, but there wu also 
belief In the need for !C:acher supervision. 

Imp lit'ations for cour$(' design were noted viz. that tilt' cour$(' should al
tempt to activate dormant lBnauage �kills and to expand the range of language 
which studt'nl5 can usc confidently and aec.:utalely Moreover, the course: 
should providt' opportunities for the USt' of tht'Se language rt'Sourct'S in per
fOfmam:e acLivitio: which have professional relevance. 

T�chJ"g/leor"i"g materials 

From the analysis of appropriatt' existina materials, it was found that the 
various Iypes of lansuase teachina activitit'S could be identified as eilher 
languase-orit'ntt'd or task-orit'nted. The rorm� involves doing somethiDl in 

order to solve a language problem. The laller involves u�ina language in ordt'r 
to perform some oth� Irlnd of task. 1be main types of lanauage-orienttd prac
lioe and task-ori�led practice are as follows:-
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discrete item 

I 
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Language oriented 

1 

integrative 

I 

language 

operations 

semantic 

matching 
textual 

operation 

rree 
expression 

discrete item/integrative 

problems 

(convergent or divergent) 

Task-oriented 

games 

(operating to rules) 

integrative 

I 

simulations 
(operating within 

setting) 

It was also noted that activities can be represented as follows. 

Wark arrangement 

(group. pairs, etc.) 

Input Operations Outcome 

(task specification. ctc). (completion of task) 

Setting 

(role set, topic, etc.) 

Individual parameters which were broken down included medium. chan
nel, work arrangement, role types, types of outcome, information source, pro
duction and comprehension operations. 

Indeed, when we embarked on course and materials design proper, we had 
a wealth of material-related research inputs such as: 

(a) a specification of communication needs which are sensitive to the 
situations, 

(b) a working description of target discourse types and spoken English 
'kills, 
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(c) a clear idea of learners' range of spoken English skills and probl<m,. 
(d) a sensitive account of learners' attitudes and expectations to which 

courses should be turneo, 

(e) the basis of a battery of teaching/learning procedures constituting a 
set of hypotheses with which a study of solutions can Ot",r"t< 

Appendix t 

PERSONNEL MANAGER INTERVIEWS 

Checklist 

Part 1 Identity of Interviewee and Organization 

1 I Interviewee: 

Name: ____________________________ __ 

Designation. ____________________________ _ 

1.2 Organization. 

Name: 

Type: Government 0 Quasi- 0 Government 

Private D 
Functions. ___________________ _ 

Size: Total staff ______________ _ 

No. of graduate POStS, __________ (total) 

_______________________ (per annum) 

Documentation obtained. o 
Part 2. Recruitment 

2.1 Placement/Position. 

a. ______________________________ ___ 

b. ____________________________ _ 

c 

d. __ __ __ __________________ ___ 

e. 

2.2 Application. 

a. Advertisement. 

Newspapers 

Others 

English Bahasa Malaysia 

Comments 
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b. Procedure' 

Letters 0 D 
Forms D D 
Others 0 D 

2.3 Short-Ii sting Post. English English 
essential desirable 

D 0 
0 0 
0 D 
0 D 
0 D 

2.4. Intervie 

a. 

b 

'so English Bahasa Malaysia 

anguage D ommunication 
S <ills. Writing reports, memos etc. 

eadiog skills 

o 

c. 

d. O 
T 
S 

ffective speaking 

poken interaction skills 

thers 

:r�onal qualities 

Iher techniques 
:5t (specify) 
mulalion (specify) 

D 
0 
D 
0 
0 

Comments 
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e lnadequate English 

f 

Never D 
Sometimes 0 
Offered Job 

Definitely not D 
Probably not D 
Probably 0 
Certainly 0 
Weaknesses 

Speaking D 
Listening D 

Occasionally 

Frequently 

Occasionally 

Frequenlly 

o 
o 

0 
0 

Reading D 
Writing D 

Fluency D Accuracy- pronunciation 0 
- grammar o 

Others _ _ ___________ _ 

g Communication weaknesses 

Writing reports etc. 0 
Reading skills 0 
Effective speaking D 
Spoken interaction skills 0 
Others D 

15 

Comments 
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Part 3 Career Development 

3 I Confirmation. 
Yes No 

a. would be withheld 0 D 
b has been withheld D 0 
c weakness. reading/writing D 

Spoken 

Fluency 

Accuracy 

Others 
3.2 Promotion/movement. 

a. i. Horizontal movement 

frequently 

occasionally 

never 

From 

Examples. 

o 
o 
o 

D 
D 
D 
To 

ii. Different duties Yes 0 No D 
Examples. 

b Qualities for promotion ________ _ 

c Related to proficiency in English 

very much slightly 

D 0 
how a ... :-.\.!,�cll 

not at all 

o 

Comments 
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d Related to communication skills 

very 

o 
how 

e. First pro 

Fr 

ch 

""d 

ion 

3.3 In-Serv ice Courses: 

slightly 

0 

To 

not at all 

0 

Length of 
Time 

a. Course including communication skills 

Large Small No 
Component Part 

D 0 D 
Brief description 

Literature available 0 
b Aspect of interestlbenefit 

In-service course in Yes 0 No D English 

c. 

Description 

where 

how 

duration 

skills 

who attends 

Contact Literature 0 available 

d. Course on own initiative Yes No 

D D 
Encouragement/Inducement Yes No 

D D 

17 

Comments 
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Specify ____________ _ 

3 .4. Overseas posting: (Regularly Occasionally Never) 

a. i. Training D D 0 
ii. English 

Needed DOD 
b Imporlance of English for selection 

essential desirable 

o o 
c English language training provided 

(details under 3.2. c.) 

Part 4. Checklist of activities 

irrelevant 

o 
Yes 0 
No D 

4.1 Which ones would recruits be involved in? 
(Enter responses in Column A. Use this 3-point scale' 
I = Very often, 2 = Quite Often, 3 = Sometimes) 

If necessary indicate the jobs to which this applies e.g. 

a. I 
b. 3 

4.2 Which of the activities ar. 1i�c1y to be conducted in 
English? (Tick appropriate boxes in Column 8). 

4.3 Which of the activities are likely to be problems for 
recruits if English is used? For which is it most impor
tant to improve English? 
(Tick appropriate boxes in Column, C and D) 

Comments 
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A B C D 

No. ACTIVITIES Involve- Use of Prob- Improve-
ment English blematic ment 

I Dealings with customers, sup 
pliers, agents, etc. 

2 Dealings with foreign visitOrs 
(on a casual visit) 

3 Entertaining & other social 
purposes (acting as host for 
the organisation) 

4 Attending conferences, 
seminars 

5 Verbally relaying information 
(e.g. report & interpret 
events) 

6 Training (give demonstration, 
instruct new staff) 

7 Business meetings within the 
organisation 

8. Business meetings outside the 
organisation 

9 Doing business by telephone 

10. Dealings with ancillary office 
services 

II Making public statements 
(acting as organisation's 
spokesperson, talking to 
press) 

12. Others (please specify) 
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Appendix 2 

OBSERVATION RECORD FORM 

Participation 

Content: (law, banking etc.) 

T ype of speech event. (moot trial, interview meeting, planning 
meeting, reporting meeting, elc.) 

place: ____ _ ________ _ 

total time: __________ __ _ 

approximate time of event. _____ _ 

Identity of senior participants(s) 

SI S2. etc 

Identity of intermediate participant(s) 

II 12: etc 

Identity of junior participant(s) 

1 I 12 etc 

Guidelines to answering questions 

2. 

a) In law, code judges, magistrates, as senior participants (SI, 
etc). Code counsel, clerks, etc. as intermediate participants 
(I I, etc). Code witnesses, etc, as junior participants (11, etc). 

b) In banking, business etc, in a job interview, code interviews 
as senior participants (SI, etc) Code interviewees as junior 
participants (11, etc). In a meeting concerned with reporting 
and/or planning, code chairmen/managing directors as senior 
participants (S I, etc). Code junior exercutives and clerks as junior 
participants (J I, etc). In a meeting concerned with arranging a 
loan, code interviewers and interviewees as intermediate par
ticipants (I I, 12, e.lc). 

Initiation - Response Patterns 

a) Your name is XYZ (Subject + Predicate)= 

b) Is your name XYZ? (P/S/P) 

c) 

d) 

Your name is XYZ, is it? 
(S+P+tag) 

Your name is XYZ, isn't it? 

What is your name? �-- + P) 

What did you say your name was? �- + 

D (declarative) 

YIN (yes/no) 

tag 

P /S/P) = wh-
(wh� 

question) 
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e) Tell the court your name. (P) = imp (imperative) 

Functional categories. initiations only 

a. seeking information (general) SIG 
b seeking information (relevant) SIR 
c. giving information (general) GIG 
d. giving information (relevant) GIR 
e. seeking supplementary information SSI 
f giving supplementary information GSI 
g. seeking clarification SC 
h. giving clarification GC 

seeking opinion SO 
j giving opinion GO 
k. organisation 0 
I comment C 
m. suasion S 
n. prompt P 
o. 
p. 
q 
r 
s 

3 This can be coded after the meeting from the data provided by 2. 

4. This can be coded after the meeting from the data provided by 2. 

5 This can be coded after the meeting from the data provided by 2. 

6. These can be coded after the meeting from the data provided by 2. a-e. 
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